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Features – Design & Development

**Activities In Progress**

- **Fibi – BIRT integration**: Functional design in progress
- **Medusa**: Technical design in progress
- **Person Degree**: Development in progress

**Activities planned for the week of 9th May**

- Continue with the Technical design for ‘Medusa’
- Complete the Functional design of ‘Fibi - BIRT’ integration and kick-start the development
- Continue with the development of ‘In Progress’ features
- Set up the JHU Production instance
Integration

- **Master Views**: Polus has made necessary changes to the Master views based on the Updated Master views received from JHU on 4th May 2022.

- **SAP Proposal**: Code deployed in QAFibi. *Pending integration testing with SAP test instance*

- **SAP Awards**: SAP Award scripts validation is completed in QAFibi. Integration testing is currently in progress.

**Activities planned for the week of 9th May**

- JHU to continue the testing of Master Views

- SAP team to complete the testing of ‘**SAP Proposals**’ integration

- Polus and JHU to complete the integration testing of **SAP Awards**
Data migration

Activities Completed

- 3rd Round Validation report of Development proposal (including Budget and Questionnaire) submitted to JHU
- Development Proposal migration – 3rd Round

Activities In Progress

- 2nd Round of Award migration (ETC: 9th May 2022)
- Preparation of Validation reports for ‘IP’ (ETC: 11th May 2022)
- IP migration – 3rd Round

Activities Planned for the week of 9th May

- Review the Questionnaires and revisit the migration strategy
- Award migration – 3rd Round
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